Landscape Lighting by a Professional
Proper lighting is an art, especially in a living space such as the garden.
“Shawker Landscape Lighting“ has mastered this art and illuminates
outdoor spaces according to the specific needs of their clients.
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Designing outdoor lighting full of atmosphere takes experience. It
isn’t enough to place random lamps somewhere in the garden and
to hope that it will somehow look nice.
After all, you let the professionals build a house. To avoid
disappointment you are best off hiring an experienced lighting
designer such as Stewart Hawker, who has more than twenty years
of experience in the field. For over a decade the British born citizen
worked in distribution and production at a well-known lamp
manufacturer in California, training landscape specialists during this
time – such as, for example, architects, designers and entrepreneurs
in lighting placement, installation and maintenance. These valuable
experiences inspired Hawker to found his own lighting company
“Shawker Landscape Lighting“, which offers everything in one place.
For another ten years the lighting expert applied his talents in the
mansion suburbs of Los Angeles, Santa Barbara and Palm Springs and
was able to convince numerous prominent clients of his well thoughtout lighting design systems. A few months ago Stewart Hawker was
drawn back to Europe and he moved to Mallorca with his family.
Here he wants to add to his successes with his company “Shawker
Landscape Lighting“ and expand his know-how in the field of
landscape lighting.
Shawker Landscape Lighting is at the forefront of technological
progress in a continuously developing, exciting area of business, yet never forgets to carefully
observe the customers’ wishes.
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